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Abstract Speciation in herbivorous insects has received

considerable attention during the last few decades. Much of

this group’s diversity originates from adaptive population

divergence onto different host plants, which often involves

the evolution of specialized patterns of host choice beha-

viour. Differences in host choice often translates directly

into divergence in mating sites, and therefore positive

assortative mating will be created which will act as a strong

barrier to gene flow. In this study, we first explored whe-

ther host choice is a genetically determined trait in the

sympatric willow and birch host races of the leaf feeding

beetle Lochmaea capreae, or whether larval experience

influences adult host choice. Once we had established that

host choice is a genetically based trait we determined its

genetic architecture. To achieve this, we employed a

reciprocal transplant design in which offspring from pure

willow and birch cross-types, F1, F2 and backcrosses were

raised on each host plant and their preference was deter-

mined upon reaching adulthood. We then applied joint-

scaling analysis to uncover the genetic architecture of host

preference. Our results suggest that rearing host does not

have a pronounced effect on adult’s host choice; rather the

segregation pattern implies the existence of genetic loci

affecting host choice in these host races. The joint-scaling

analysis revealed that population differences in host choice

are mainly influenced by the contribution of additive

genetic effects and also maternally inherited cytoplasmic

effects. We explore the implications of our findings for

evolutionary dynamics of sympatric host race formation

and speciation.

Keywords Larval conditioning � Gene action � Joint-

scaling analysis � Plant–herbivore interaction � Sympatric

speciation

Introduction

Since Darwin’s publication of the origin of species the study

of speciation has generated considerable enthusiasm and

passionate debate especially regarding radiation in herbiv-

orous insects (Erwin 1982; Thompson 1988; May and

Beverton 1990; Sobel et al. 2009). Simpson (1955) claimed

that organismal diversification can be partly explained by

ecological opportunities such as shifting onto new habitats

or resources. Simpson’s adaptive zone hypothesis has been

recently recast in terms of ‘‘ecological speciation’’, which

unifies different modes of speciation proceeding in allopa-

try, parapatry or in sympatry by the primary action of

divergent of natural selection on traits between populations

adapted to different resources and leads directly or indi-

rectly to the evolution of reproductive isolation barriers

(Schluter 2000; Funk et al. 2006; Feder and Forbes 2007;

Peccoud and Simon 2010; Yoder et al. 2010; Funk et al.

2011; Karpinski et al. 2014).

Divergence in sympatry via host shift is perhaps one of the

best examples of ecological speciation, as it starts in the

absence of extrinsic barriers to gene flow and initial differ-

entiation evolves solely by adaptation to new ecological

niches. Host shifts in phytophagous insects are often initiated

by evolutionary changes in host preference: when a certain

host species is preferred over others as food and oviposition
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substrate (Futuyma et al. 1993; Gassmann et al. 2006).

Behavioural shifts thus often precede and subsequently drive

divergent selection on physiological traits related to the

processing of different plant secondary metabolites and

morphological traits (Wcislo 1989; Gassmann et al. 2006).

The preferred host is often the place where most of life

activities like mating and ovipositing occur, and therefore

habitat isolation caused by divergence in host preference is

often associated with divergence in mating sites (Via 1999;

Malausa et al. 2005; Matsubayashi et al. 2010). This estab-

lishes a system of positive assortative mating that can

accelerate selection for habitat-specific performance traits. If

alternative resources are sufficiently different and compel

strong enough fitness trade-offs on populations, a feedback

loop can be created favouring increased habitat fidelity. This

will act to reduce selection-recombination antagonism

(Servedio et al. 2011)—as interbreeding and recombination

would randomize gene associations under divergent selec-

tion—making it potentially possible for divergence to occur

without geographic isolation (Craig et al. 2001; Linn et al.

2003; Feder and Forbes 2007).

Different elements can affect host preferences in herbivorous

insects, including genetic inheritance, experience, and the

physiological state of insects (Courtney et al. 1989; Craig et al.

2001; Oppenheim et al. 2012). The genetic basis of host pref-

erence is fundamental for several basic evolutionary questions

such as sympatric speciation (Rice 1987; Dieckmann and

Doebeli 1999), host shifts (Groman and Pellmyr 2000) and

plant–herbivore co-evolution (Futuyma and Mitter 1996).

However, in spite of its substantial role, the genetic basis of host

choice is relatively poorly understood in phytophagous insects

(Craig et al. 2001; Hawthorne and Via 2001; Berlocher and

Feder 2002). The limited number of studies examining the

genetic basis of host preferences have demonstrated that these

are usually determined by few loci (1–5) (Matsubayashi et al.

2010; Caillaud and Via 2012; Henniges-Janssen et al. 2011;

Oppenheim et al. 2012; Karpinski et al. 2014). Those loci were

not characterized further, except for two genes coding for

odorant binding proteins in Drosophila melanogaster (Matsuo

et al. 2007). Another finding is that preference genes are often

located on autosomes. Only in two butterfly systems Z-linked

inheritance was reported (Thompson 1988; Nygren et al. 2006).

Furthermore, in about half of the reviewed studies a pattern of

dominance in the inheritance of host preferences has been

revealed (Forister 2005; Matsuo et al. 2007; Xue et al. 2009).

Yet, we still have too few studies to draw clear conclusions

regarding the genetic architecture of population differences and

its implications for population differentiation and adaptation.

Host preference in herbivorous insects can also be

influenced by the effect of larval or early adult experience

(Craig et al. 2001; Coyne and Orr 2004; Henniges-Janssen

et al. 2011). Hence it is feasible that the reported host

fidelity among taxa could be partially explained by larval

conditioning, rather than by heritable preference differ-

ences (Coyne and Orr 2004; Dambroski et al. 2005).

Huettel and Bush (1972) showed that larval conditioning

had an important effect on adults host preference in

hybridization studies of two tephritid gall-inducers (John-

son et al. 1996; Craig et al. 2001). Although conditioning

may potentially accelerate initial host shifts, it cannot lead

to sympatric speciation, which is established as the

genetically based divergence in host preference between

populations (Craig et al. 2001). Detailed analysis of F2 and

backcrosses are fundamental to confirm the inheritance of

host choice and its genetic organization.

Lochmaea capreae is a chrysomelid beetle that mainly

feeds on willow (Salix capreae, Salicaceae), birch (Betula

pendula, Betulaceae) and occasionally on poplar (Populus

sp. Salicaceae). This species exhibits sympatric host races

(sympatric populations that are incompletely reproduc-

tively isolated but remain ecologically differentiated in the

face of gene flow due to divergent selection on populations

using alternative hosts, (Funk 2012)) on willow and birch

with about 2 % gene flow between them. Previous studies

have demonstrated that populations are highly sympatric in

Western Russia, near Lake Baikal and further east (Kre-

slavsky and Mikheev 1993); yet sympatric populations also

seem to extend westward at least to our study populations

in the western parts of Germany (K.R. pers. obs.). Recip-

rocal transplant experiments have previously revealed that

each race is locally adapted on each native host plant and

has achieved different adaptive sets of preference and

performance traits through close association with its own

host plant (Soudi et al. 2015). The pronounced host-asso-

ciated ecological divergence and local adaptation is

accompanied by multiple forms of premating isolation

barriers, specifically habitat isolation and immigrant invi-

ability. Furthermore, crossing experiments have revealed

signs of substantial hybrid inviability via both intrinsic and

extrinsic post-zygotic isolation (Soudi et al. 2016) indi-

cating that in our populations, genetic divergence is already

at a quite advanced stage.

Host choice behaviour is of special importance to L.

capreae for two main reasons. First, these sympatric host

races can be a good candidate for studying speciation in the

absence of geographic barriers to gene flow (sympatric

speciation) via host plant shift. These races are cited as one

among few examples of ongoing host races formation (the

hypothesized initial stage of sympatric speciation (Drès

and Mallet 2002), besides the well-studied cases such as

apple maggot fly (Bush 1969a, b), larch budmoth (Eme-

lianov et al. 1995), ecotypes of Neochlamisus bebbianae

leaf beetles (Funk 1998) and Timema walking sticks (Nosil

2007). Second, assortative mating is relatively weak when

beetles from different populations are confined together in

the lab (Soudi et al. in prep.), but is greatly enhanced in the
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field and in the presence of hosts (Kreslavsky and Mikheev

1993). Hence, differences in host choice can translate into

mate choice and prezygotic reproductive isolation barriers

between sympatric beetle populations. Investigating the

genetic architecture of differences between these host races

therefore has important consequences for identifying and

understanding how ecological specialization and popula-

tion divergence can occur in the face of gene flow.

We herein investigate the genetic architecture of host

choice between the host races of L. capreae to elucidate the

relative contribution of additive and non-additive genetic

effects to the differences in host choice between these host

races. We examined whether host choice is a genetically based

trait and/or whether larval experience affects it. To achieve

our goals, we applied a joint-scaling analysis (Lynch and

Walsh 1998) in which we analysed the host choice behaviour

of pure parental cross-types, hybrids and backcrosses between

two host races of L. capreae reared on willow and birch.

Materials and methods

Natural history of L. capreae host races

Lochmaea capreae is a chrysomelid beetle mainly feeding

on willow and birch (and occasionally on poplar). In the

field, it has only one generation per year. Adults emerge

from winter diapause in May and begin feeding and mat-

ing. Females move among host plants in May and June,

laying eggs at the base of twigs or below the surface of the

soil near the host plants. Newly hatched larvae migrate on

to the leaves to feed and later pupate in the soil. Adult

beetles of the new generation appear in August and feed

until entering diapause in late summer.

Our previous study demonstrated that willow and birch

races are ecologically divergent, females from the willow

and birch host races differ considerably in their oviposition

preferences (Soudi et al. 2015). However, these preferences

seem to be asymmetrical, in that there are more distinct

preferences within the willow race compared to the birch

race. This study also revealed that these races differ sig-

nificantly in their food preferences and each host race

exhibited very clear preferences for their natal host plant.

Willow host race had a complete disposition to feed on

willow and not a single individual accepted to feed on birch;

thus all willow offspring died on birch. Some individuals

from the birch race accepted to feed on willow but these

individuals consumed less than those on their native host

plant, in addition they displayed lower fitness when they

were reared on willow than on birch (Soudi et al. 2015).

Previous work by Kreslavsky and Mikheev (1993) have

suggested that some of these physiological differences

between the willow and birch races of L. capreae may be

associated with a monogenic recessive mutation restricting

individuals from the willow race to develop on birch.

Rearing and experimental crosses

In May 2013, soon after the emergence of beetles from their

overwintering sites, we collected overwintered adults of L.

capreae on birch and willow on two locations in Kottenforst

(50.715�N, 7.002�E; 50.671�N, 7.009�E) near Bonn, Ger-

many. Field collected females of each population were

transferred to the laboratory (Bielefeld University, Ger-

many) and kept individually in single petridishes ([ 9 cm)

and were fed with leaves of their natural host plants to lay

eggs. To obtain foliage for use throughout the experiments,

willow (Salix caprea) and birch (Betula pendula) were

collected in the vicinity of the university. Oviposition was

checked daily and eggs were transferred into clean petri

dishes lined with moistened filter paper. Abiotic conditions

were maintained at 23–25 �C, 18L:6D light cycle, and 70 %

relative humidity. Larvae from these eggs were reared to

adulthood on cutting of their native host plants, and from

these adults, F1-hybrids and conspecific crosses were made,

to generate a second generation. Not one single egg hatched

from one of the heterospecific crosses (birch females with

willow males), and therefore only one F1-hybrid type was

obtained from crossing willow females with birch males.

F1-hybrids from the second generation was subsequently

crossed with other F1-hybrids and backcrossed with each of

the pure parental cross-types (in both male–female combi-

nations) to generate a third generation used in the experi-

ments. In total we created 8 crosses over three generations:

two pure parental cross-types (WW = WW $ 9 WW #

and BB = BB $ 9 BB #), one F1-hybrid (WB = WW

$ 9 BB #), one F2-hybrid (F2 = WB $ 9 WB #), two

birch backcrosses (BC1b = BB $ 9 WB #, BC2b = WB

$ 9 BB #) and two willow backcrosses (BC1w = WW

$ 9 WB #, BC2w = WB $ 9 WW #). The reciprocal

crosses allowed us to test for the presence of different

genetic effects on line cross means. In order to test whether

rearing host has any effect on host recognition, we estab-

lished two independent sets of crosses. In one set, all larvae

from different crosses described above were reared on

willow, in the second set, all larvae were reared on birch.

These produced 130 families (13–15 families per cross-

type) and 648 offspring (401 females and 247 males) that

were used to test the effects of rearing hosts on the relative

importance of different genetic effects.

Assays of host choice

Host choice was evaluated through laboratory choice

experiments. We used individuals that developed until

adulthood on either host plant used for the host preference
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assay. Once adults enclosed, each individual was placed

into a clean petridish ([ 8 cm) lined with moistened filter

paper. Two rectangular leaf discs, one from willow and the

other from birch, were simultaneously offered to each

beetle and they were allowed to choose and feed freely on

both host plants for 48 h. Initially, we aimed at analysing

the difference in amount eaten from birch and willow

leaves, respectively. However, almost all individuals (more

than 96 %) chose exclusively from one of the host plants

only. We therefore regarded the chosen host plant as the

one each particular individual had fed most from and then

compared the different cross-types regarding the proportion

of individuals that accepted willow or birch.

Statistical analysis

Since we observed that nearly all test individuals almost

always chose one of host over the other for feeding, we

analysed data with generalized linear mixed effects model

(GLMMs) using logit as a link factor (beetles showed

preference for willow being scored as 1, and those pre-

ferred birch being scored as 0). The full model for the

present experiment was analysed using cross-type, rearing

host (diet) and sex as fixed effects. To detect whether the

effect of diet on host choice is dependent on cross-types,

and also whether the effect of diet on host choice differs

between males and females, we added cross-type 9 diet

and sex 9 diet interactions as further fixed effects in the

model. Furthermore, family was entered as a random

effect. All models including random effect were fit using

restricted maximum likelihood. Subsequently, we per-

formed post hoc tests to examine differences among cross-

types. All post hoc comparisons were conducted using a

Tukey HSD test, which accounts for multiple comparisons.

To assess whether lines had a significant preference for

either of the host plants, we tested whether the estimated

logit value for each line was significantly different from

zero (corresponding to a 50:50 preference).

Joint-scaling analysis

We estimated the additive, dominance, epistatic, cytoplas-

mic and sex chromosome effects using a joint-scaling anal-

ysis as described in Lynch and Walsh (1998). Joint-scaling is

a quantitative genetic method by which the net additive and

non-additive genetic effects can be inferred from phenotypic

differences among lines of known pedigree. We followed the

method described by Bieri and Kawecki (2003). Briefly, we

optimized a linear model describing the composite genetic

effects contributing to our eight line means. We used the

expected phenotype of F2-hybrid offspring as the point of

reference; hence, its mean preference defines the intercept

parameter (m). The composite genetic effects represent the

mean and the effect of additive genetic effect (a), dominance

(d), (aa), (ad), and (dd) describing additive–additive, addi-

tive–dominance, and dominance–dominance epistatic

interactions, respectively, X-linked additive (xa) and X-

linked dominance (xd) and cytoplasmic effect (c). The

analysis involved assigning the coefficients of determination

to each cross-type that describe the expected contribution

from each genetic effect (Demuth and Wade 2007). The

coefficients of determination are listed in Table 1. Our full

model that was fitted to the data to scrutinize genetic diver-

gence in host preference was thus as follow:

�Yi ¼ mþ xa að Þ þ xd dð Þ þ xaa aað Þ þ xad adð Þ þ xdd ddð Þ
þ xxa xað Þ þ xxd xdð Þ þ xc cð Þ þ ei;

where �Yi is the mean of the ith genetic class (parental

species or hybrids), m is the intercept parameter, (a), (d),

(aa), (ad), (dd), (xa), (xd) and (c) are the various genetic

composite effects, xa, xd, xaa, xad, xdd, xxa, xxd, xc are the

regression coefficients listed in Table 1, and ei is the

residual error.

Line cross techniques are commonly used to sequen-

tially add parameters into the model (first additive effects

are added, then dominance, epistasis, maternal effects and

cytoplasmic effects) until predicted and observed means do

not significantly differ (Mather and Jinks 1971). Yet, the

order in which parameters are added into the model affects

the ability to detect significant parameters that are added

later. For this reason we followed the suggestion of Bieri

and Kawecki (2003) and used Akaike’s Information Cri-

terion (AIC) to select the most parsimonious model, which

is the best compromise between the amount of variance

explained and the number of parameters in the model.

Nevertheless, to decrease the risk of overfitting due to a

massive number of candidate models, we treated the three

epistasis parameters terms (aa), (ad), and (dd) as one group

(e), as suggested by Bieri and Kawecki (2003). These terms

were thus either all included or excluded from the model.

In this way the number of candidate models was reduced to

26 = 64. The significance of each parameter included in

the most parsimonious model was tested with a likelihood-

ratio test. The likelihood ratio is Chi square distributed

with degrees of freedom equal to the difference in the

number of parameters in the two models (Lynch and Walsh

1998; Bieri and Kawecki 2003).

All statistical analyses were conducted using the statis-

tical software R 3.0.3 (Team 2012). The generalized linear

models were performed using the command lmer in the

lme4 package (Bates et al. 2013), and the AIC model

selection was done using the function dredge provided in

the MuMIn-package (Barton 2014). All tests were two-

tailed and the null hypotheses were rejected at P\ 0.05.
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Results

Feeding preference of parents and crosses

In total, host choice (in the dual choice test) was scored for

650 individuals, 401 females and 247 males that developed

on either host plant until adulthood. Mixed effects model

analyses revealed that host choice was overwhelmingly

affected by cross-type, but not the rearing host (diet), sex

and the interaction between them (Table 2; Fig. 1). Indi-

viduals from both pure willow and pure birch cross-types

exhibited a very strong host preference for their native host

plant regardless of the host plant that they had been reared

during larval development.

A Tukey post hoc comparison showed that the host

choice of the cross-types fell roughly into four homogenous

groups based on the proportion of willow genes in different

cross-types (Fig. 2). The first group contained only willow

adults which exhibited a complete disposition to choose

and feed on their native host plant and not a single one of

the adults from 15 families chose to feed on birch. The

second group consisted of the willow backcrosses, as well

as the F1- and F2-hybrids, which all had a significant

Table 1 The regression

coefficients used for the eight

candidate parameters assessing

composite genetic effects

Line Cross ($ 9 #) xa xd xaa xad xdd xxa xxd xc

P1 Willow pure race Daughters 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1

Sons 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1

P2 Birch pure race Daughters -1 0 1 0 0 -1 -1 -1

Sons -1 0 1 0 0 -1 -1 -1

F1 P1 9 P2 Daughters 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

Sons 0 1 0 0 1 -1 1 1

F2 F1 9 F1 Daughters 0 0.5 0 0 0.25 -0.5 1 1

Sons 0 0.5 0 0 0.25 0 1 1

BC1w P1 9 (P1 9 P2) Daughters 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 1

Sons 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0 0 1

BC2w (P1 9 P2) 9 P1 Daughters 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0 1 1

Sons 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 1 0 1

BC1b P2 9 (P1 9 P2) Daughters -0.5 0.5 0.25 -0.25 0.25 -0.5 0.5 -1

Sons -0.5 0.5 0.25 -0.25 0.25 0 0 -1

BC2b (P1 9 P2) 9 P2 Daughters -0.5 0.5 0.25 -0.25 0.25 0 1 1

Sons -0.5 0.5 0.25 -0.25 0.25 -1 0 1

xa additive, xd dominance, xaa additive–additive epistasis, xad additive–dominance epistasis, xdd domi-

nance–dominance epistasis, xxa X-linked additive, xxd X-linked dominance and xc cytoplasmic effect

(Table modified from Demuth and Wade 2007)

Table 2 Generalized mixed effect model analysis to compare vari-

ation in host preference between different cross-types of L. capreae

Source of variation df v2 P

Host preference

Host environment (diet) 1 0.65 0.42

Cross-type 7 146.1 \0.001

Sex 1 1.45 0.22

Diet 9 cross-type 6 8.18 0.22

Diet 9 sex 1 0.85 0.36

Fig. 1 Mean (?SE) host choice of willow and birch races of L.

capreae and their hybrids separated by sex. Bars indicate the

proportion of males and females from each cross-type that chose

willow for feeding. Sample sizes are shown on the top of bars. BB

represents pure birch parental type, WW presents pure willow parental

type, Bc1w and Bc2w represent two willow-like backcrosses, and

Bcb1 and Bcb2 represent two birch-like backcrosses
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preference for willow (see Fig. 2; GLMM: F1: Z = 2.99,

P = 0.003; F2: Z = 3.40, P\ 0.001; BC1w: Z = 4.59,

P\ 0.001; BC2w: Z = 4.13, P\ 0.001). The third group

contained the birch backcrosses which avoided willow and

chose to feed on birch instead (Fig. 2; GLMM: BC1b:

Z = -1.98, P = 0.048; BC2b: Z = -3.66, P\ 0.001).

Pure birch race was categorized as the last group with the

strongest avoidance against willow (Fig. 2; GLMM:

Z = -5.61, P\ 0.001) where only 2 % chose willow for

feeding in the dual host-choice assays. Yet, the birch race

was not completely distinct from the birch backcrosses as

the Tukey comparisons revealed that its host acceptance

was only significantly different from BC2b (Z = 4.44,

P\ 0.001) but not from BC1b (Z = 2.41, P = 0.19).

Composite genetic effects and patterns

of inheritance

The AIC most parsimonious model for genetic difference

in host choice between the willow and birch host races of

L. capreae included only additive (a) and maternally

inherited cytoplasmic effects (c), regardless of the rearing

host (Fig. 2; Tables 3, 4). No further contributions of

dominance, epistatic and sex-chromosome effects to the

difference between the lines were detected. The strong

contribution of additive effects is obvious from the pro-

nounced higher preference for willow in cross-types with

higher proportion of willow alleles. Host choice was also

influenced by cytoplasmic effects—birch backcross with

F1-hybrid mother and birch father had higher preference

for willow than the other birch backcross with birch mother

and F1-hybrid father (Fig. 2).

Discussion

Understanding how herbivorous insects evolve to traverse

resource boundaries and specialize on new host plants is

critical for determining the sources of biodiversity on earth

(Dambroski et al. 2005). Although much progress has been

made in recent years, the genetics of host choice in phy-

tophagous insects is relatively poorly understood (Ber-

locher and Feder 2002; Drès and Mallet 2002). The aim of

the current study was to investigate the environmental and

genetic basis of host choice in the ecological host races of

L. capreae specialized on willow and birch. Investigating

the genetic basis of host choice in these specialized host

races can have profound ramification for understanding

how ecological specialization and population divergence

can rapidly occur in the face of gene flow.

The influence of alleles on phenotypes depends on the

environment in which those alleles are expressed (Falconer

et al. 1996). Environmental effects on genetic architecture

are of substantial importance when examining traits that

have evolved due to environment specific selection. Host

selection in herbivorous insects involves several steps,

including habitat location, host location, host recognition

and host acceptance. All these phases may be under the

control of both genetic factors and also environmental

conditioning (Jaenike 1990; Desjardins et al. 2010). Our

results suggest that larval conditioning does not have any

pronounced effect on the subsequent behavioural response

of adult beetles to willow and birch. The non-significant

Fig. 2 Host choice of willow and birch races of L. capreae and

hybrids and backcrosses between them (without separating males and

females). Points and bars indicate mean ± SE. The line indicates the

expected hybrid means if the inheritance of population differs in host

choice was purely additive. Grey squares shows predicted means for

the most parsimonious model including additive and cytoplasmic

effects. Grey triangles shows predicted means for the most intuitive

model including additive and dominance effects. The former model is

considerably more likely than the first given the data (DAIC = 6.42,

evidence ratio: ca. 25)

Table 3 Composite genetic effects contributing to differences in

food preference between the host races of L. capreae

Parameters df v2 P

Included terms

Additive (a) 1 62.9 \0.001

cytoplasmic (c) 1 13.7 \0.001

Excluded terms

Dominance (d) 1 0.05 0.81

Epistasis (aa, ad, dd) 3 0.44 0.93

Sex-chromosome (xa, xd) 2 2.00 0.37

The values represent the composite genetic effects from the Akaike’s

information criterion (AIC) most parsimonious genetic model
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host environment effect in our analysis rejects the

hypothesis of larval experience which emphasizes that

individuals from each cross-type would choose the host

plant on which they have already experienced. Rather, the

consistent pattern of host recognition implies the existence

of discrete genetic loci affecting host choice and avoidance

which satisfies the assumption of speciation in the face of

gene flow. A large role for genetic factors has been indi-

cated in the majority of studies that have investigated the

genetic basis of host choice in herbivorous insects like

sympatric host races of pea aphid, Acyrthosiphon pisum

(Hawthorne and Via 2001), gall flies, Eurosta solidagenis

(Craig et al. 2001), apple and hawthorn races of Rhagoletis

flies (Linn et al. 2003), and Altica flea beetle (Xue et al.

2009). However future studies are required to make a clear

inference about the influence of genetic and non-genetic

factors on host preference in herbivorous insects (Mat-

subayashi et al. 2010).

The host choice pattern was not explained by sex-linked

effects (Table 3), and this indicates that the host choice

genes are probably located on autosomes in the host races

of L. capreae. This further supported by the joint-scaling

analysis which did not detect any contribution of sex-linked

effect to divergence in host choice between these races.

According to the percentage of willow-derived autosomal

genes, the two parental species and six hybrid crosses can

be classified into five groups: pure-willow race with 100 %

of willow autosomal loci, willow backcrosses with 25 %

difference from pure willow in the origin of autosomal loci;

F1 and F2 hybrids with 50 % difference; birch backcrosses

with 75 % difference; and pure-birch line with 100 % dif-

ference. These groups varied considerably in host choice;

on the other hand host choice of crosses belonging to the

same group did not differ significantly. With the percentage

of willow-derived autosomal genes decreasing from pure-

willow cross-type to F1 and F2 generations, backcross

generations, and to pure-birch cross-type, the mean pro-

portional of those individuals that accepted willow for

feeding decreased accordingly. Overall our results are

therefore consistent with most other studies showing that

preference genes are often located on autosomes (Matsub-

ayashi et al. 2010).

Besides indicating that the difference in food preferences

between the host races of L. capreae is likely to be deter-

mined by autosomal loci, our results also propose that these

loci do not act completely in an additive manner. On first

glance, the observed pattern seems to indicate slight genetic

dominance. However, the observed deviation from additive

genetic effects can most parsimoniously be explained by

cytoplasmic effects inherited through the maternal line. The

absence of dominance and epistatic effect was surprising,

because their effects on phenotypic variation in behavioural

traits are expected to be more influential than additive

effects (Meffert et al. 2002; Mackay 2009), and may serve as

a basic point for adaptive evolutionary divergence. Instead,

the observed bias for all of the backcrosses to choose the

natal host plant of their maternal grandmother (birch for

Bc1b, and willow for the rest), strongly implies the existence

of cytonuclear gene interactions, which is detected as a

strong cytoplasmic effect. Cytoplasmically inherited effects

are not uncommon between populations where some degree

of differentiation exits between forms (Hutter and Rand

1995; Burton et al. 1999; Cruzan and Arnold 1999; Rand

et al. 2001; Sackton et al. 2003; Dambroski et al. 2005).

Such a pattern of maternal inheritance increases the resem-

blance between offspring and mother compared to offspring

and father, and therefore may appear statistically along with

other true maternal effects in quantitative genetics or other

analysis (Wolf and Wade 2009). However, the mechanism

responsible for it effect remains to be determined but must

involve a means for host recognition to be inherited through

the maternal lineage for multiple generations. Genomic

imprinting due to retention of DNA methylation patterns in

maternally inherited chromosomes, cytoplasmically inher-

ited factors (e.g., microorganisms or maternal gene prod-

ucts), and mtDNA-nuclear gene interactions in which

Table 4 Five candidate models

that made the best compromise

between the amount of variance

explained and the number of

parameters (most parsimonious

models) selected by Akaike’s

information criterion (AIC)

Model parameters

m a d aa ad dd xa xd c df log(L) AICc Di wi

0.510 0.372 – – – – – – 0.119 5 -3.069 16.5 0.00 0.753

0.500 0.384 – – – – – 0.057 0.109 6 -4.385 21.2 4.76 0.070

0.505 0.377 0.017 – – – – – 0.113 6 -4.793 22.0 5.58 0.046

0.582 0.484 – – – – – – – 4 -7.242 22.7 6.24 0.034

0.512 0.394 – – – – -0.026 – 0.123 6 -5.125 22.7 6.24 0.034

0.518 0.478 0.139 – – – – – – 5 -4.793 22.0 5.58 0.031

Model parameters including m represents the intercept parameter, a, d represent additive and dominance

genetic effects respectively, aa, ad, dd represent additive–additive, additive–dominance and dominance–

dominance epistasis effects respectively, xa and xd represent X-linked additive and X-linked dominance

effects and c represents a cytoplasmic effect
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specific maternally inherited preference and avoidance

genes are up-regulated in certain mtDNA (cytoplasmic)

genetic backgrounds could contribute to the cytoplasmic

maternally inherited effects (Willett and Burton 2004;

Dambroski et al. 2005; fro review see Wolf and Wade 2009).

In herbivorous insects divergence in host choice and host

recognition can act as habitat isolation by limiting inter-host

migration, and if mating sites are restricted to on or very

close vicinity of the preferred host plant, a system of pos-

itive assortative mating will be created even without any

active assessment of potential mates (Rundle and Nosil

2005; Matsubayashi et al. 2010). In our study each host race

exhibited a very strong preference for its native host plant;

this pattern of host choice indicates that gene flow would be

primarily reduced between these sympatric host races as it

will reduce heterospecific encounters and subsequently

heterospecific matings. However, if some individuals

migrate between host plants complete reproductive isolation

between the host races would be expected only if there is

direct selection against migrants before mating or if there is

selection against hybrid progeny. In the laboratory we have

observed that assortative mating is relatively weak when

beetles are confined together (Soudi et al. in revision), and it

seems that mate choice experiments provide no support for

the idea that individuals form migrant lineages are dis-

criminated against as mates if they are encountered. The

resulting F1-hybrid would have higher preference for wil-

low, so they would be expected to mate primarily with pure

willow race. These backcrosses to the willow race do sur-

vive on willow indicating that introgression of birch alleles

into the willow population is possible. Introgression from

the willow race to birch race is also possible, but to a lesser

degree, as hybrids tend to dislike birch. Nevertheless, male

F1-hybrids had relatively intermediate preferences, there-

fore some of them may move on birch and could also

backcross to birch race. Birch backcrosses exhibited a high

survival rate (Soudi et al. under review) which would

facilitate gene flow also in this direction.

In conclusion, investigating the genetics of host choice

behaviour in herbivorous insects is fundamental for

understanding the origin of biodiversity and adaptive

radiation on a grand scale, since there are more host

specific phytophagous insects than any other organism on

earth (Dambroski et al. 2005). Our results provide insights

into the genetics of host choice for L. capreae, a key trait

involved in host specialization that generates reproductive

isolation in a promising model system for sympatric spe-

ciation. Our results indicate that host preference in the

willow and birch races of L. capreae is a genetically based

trait and preference genes are probably located on auto-

somes. Yet the mode of gene action on host preference

could not be explained only by the additive gene effect;

instead a model including additive and cytoplasmic effects

was required to explain divergence in host preference. One

future promising approach is the development of genomic

maps and the search for linkage groups that are associated

with food preference phenotypes (Caillaud and Via 2012).
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